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Your Apple iPod nano is useless as a music player unless you know how to transfer music to the device. You can add music to your iPod nano in one of two ways. If your iPod is set to automatically sync with iTunes, then iTunes automatically transfers music to the Library once your iPod nano connects. If you have set your nano for manual management, then you must add the
songs yourself. Open iTunes. Click File, then click Add File Library or Add Folder library, depending on whether you want to import a single music file or a full folder into music files. To navigate to your music location in the pop-up window, select the file or folder and click OK. iTunes will import your music. Attach your iPod nano to your computer using the USB ENclu cable. If the
iPod is set automatically sync, then iTunes will add the music to your nano. If not, you must add the music manually. Click Music in the left-hand panel. Find the music you want to add to the iPod nano. Click and drag the music file or file onto the iPod nano icon under Device. To select multiple files, hold the Ctrl key while clicking Sing, then drag the files onto the nano iPod icon.
Click the Eject icon next to iPod nano in the Safe List Devices list to remove the nanoparticle. Nano's Apple iPod is nothing short of remarkable. Attractive design; small size; color screen; sounds of exceptional integrated battery; Proprietary USB cable in what could be considered the biggest break-in last MP3 player development, the new Apple iPodo is the first flash player
breaking the 1GB doorstep. Available in two flavors, 2GB and 4GB models, the new iPod Nano not only adds more memory than its younger brother shuffle iPod, but adds a color display and a crowded navigation wheel to a player who thinks that your average #2 pencil. What most analysts might not consider is the impact that a 4GB flash player might have on the mini-hard drive
based on market play. Why spend $249 or more for a 5GB hard drive player when you can get a 4GB player for roughly the same price. RAM is more durable than a hard drive and surely sucks up less battery juice. Read on to see why the iPod nano is so revolutionary. * Note 9/28/05 – our long-term tests have shown that the screen of the nano scratch is very easy. As a result,
we have lowered our review notes into this product. If you decide to buy the nano, we also recommend you buy a protective case. Design and Features Probably the swetest part of the new Apple iPod nano is the surprise announcement that took all sites and publications to guard. Even those sites inside Apple Fantasy lack this one coming. The second surprise is that Apple
decided to replace unfamous ideas with a flash player with roughly the same storage space (the Apple iPod Mini was originally presented with 4GB of It only makes sense that Apple phases the mini out. Most 5GB players out now show feature color, FM tuner and a myriad of features. Apple is smart to introduce a player with the same storage space as the mini, while you use
flash memory; it again puts the company back on top of dogs in ingenuity. In what can be considered as a combination of Shuffle's IPod and the full-size iPod Photo, the nano is slightly wider and above the Shuffle at 3.5 inches tall and 1.6 inches wider. But since the player uses nanD flash memory (developed by Samsung) instead of a mini internal hard drive, the nano is only .25
inches deep. That's thinner than your #2 pencil! Available in black and white iPod, the New Nano comes with a 1.5-inch LCD color display and a navigation wheel recalled in the iPod mini. The back of the nano is immersed in a chrome chrome glow. If you're worried about finding visible marks or fingerprints on the front of your nano, we recommend you go with the white version on
the black. Plus, most accessories out for Apple's products are white anyway. Hopefully get the fingerprint on the back of both units. The iPod nano power is a lithium ion battery that is non-removable. Apple says you should be able to get 14 hours of battery life on normal usage, but shoot slightly lower as 12-13 and that will be a little more realistic. 14 hours for a flash-based player
is not very long, but if you take in mind that the nano has a 1.5-inch color display, we assume that sounds on right. The biggest inside here of course is that the battery is not removable, and Apple's history of battery problems, this could pose a problem, but our fingers are crossed. The nano uses a USB cable to connect to your PC or Mac with interface directly with Apple iTunes
only. You should be able to shop around 500 songs encoded at 128kbps AAC on the 2GB version and sing 1000 for the 4GB version. If you plan to use the nano for storing photos, you should be able to store around 25,000 photos on the 4GB player according to Apple. The iPod nano supports the following formats: AAC (16 kbps 320), Protected AAC (from iTunes Music Store),
MP3 (16 to 320 Kbps), MP3 VBR, Odib (formats 2, 3 and 4), Apple Lossless, AIFF and WAV. Whether you're a current Napster To-Go, Real Rhapsody or any other 3rd music subscription, get ready to cancel your subscription and switch to Apple iTunes, because that is only the music subscription service to support iPod family support. The iPod nano comes with white bud ear
headphones, a USB data cable, with a dock adapter that lets you use the nano and future Apple iPod perripherals that besides the Iron For iPod program (the dock adapter won't and dock designed for earlier iPod models, but the nanoparticles might still work with these docs without dock adapters they need.) Other Fees that the iPod nano supports includes a 20-setting gun, sleep
timer, various alarm modes, contact manager, global clock, calendar, playback audio books and more. For full specifications, please click the speed tab with link found above and below this review. The iPod nano is compatible with Mac OS X v10.3.4 or higher with Windows 2000 SP4+ and Windows XP Home or Professional with SP2 or higher installed. The iPod Nano comes
with a 1 year limited warranty including 90-day in phone support. Image Courtes of Ian's wife :) Installation and Use If you are familiar with any of Apple's Click Wheels used in the other version you'll feel right at home with the nano from exactly the same. Click the Wheels used to control playback (pauses, play fast-forward, plain and access to the menu.)  The nano uses the same
easy to use touch-sensitive parts of the menu menu, browse music and control the volume.  Clicking on the wheel can make it a little hard at first skipping songs (we often end up changing the volume instead of the thick swipe ever while slightly in one direction or other), but after some use it becomes easier to do.  That's an important note, since we can envision many people using
the nano while working out, where switching tracks doesn't feel ideal instead of pulling it out of a pocket or cutting an arm. As mentioned in the previous section, there are several new features and the nano is capable of nanoves. Besides evident that is the color screen, the nano also has a build of Stopwatch, World Clock, and a built-in screen lock feature. The Stopwatch feature
is what you'd expect, a clock you can use to work out of or distribute someone else. It features the ability to record several sessions, better lapp time etc. You can then save the lapp time to compare later on. The built-in global clock allows you to set multiple time clock for various world time zones. You can then compare the time from two different areas on the screen if you want. If
you travel a lot, you can set multiple sleep timer per time zone. It's a nifty feature that not everyone could use, but it shows some reflect on Apple's part. The last new feature is called Screen Lock. This allows you to essentially provide a pass code to your iPod nano allowing only those who have the code to have access to it. Can a cool hold enough your iPod nano be? Don't
sweat it, just close the closing thing! We made sure to download the latest Apple iTunes, version 5 that was announced on the same day for use with our iPod nano. iTunes is available for both the Mac and the PC. As expected, we had no problems with connecting our iPod nano to our Windows XP system using iTunes. Accessing the iPod nano using iTunes is no different really
than previous iPods. If you have more than one iPod in the home, be sure to give your name in consequence so that iTunes knows this is a different actor. For those of you who didn't already own an iPod, or an iPod picture for this issue, transferring photos to the nano works in pretty much the same mode as transferring songs. Simply use the pictures tab of iTunes to zoom
pictures from your designated folder into the nano. Apple iTunes 5.0 Performance For Its Size, Nano Reproduces Music Surprisingly Well. We'd probably put reproduction in music on par with the rest of Apple's product line. Frequency response is 20Hz 20,000Hz which is identical to the rest of iPod product line. Interestingly all of the audio spaces are identical across the entire
Apple iPod line regardless of storage space and size of the unit. If we had to compare reproduction of the iPod nano to other players on the market, we'd probably put it in towards the top of the list. Cowon's audio players seem to sound better in our opinion, but the nano certainly holds their own against the others. There are 20 equalizer settings to choose from depending on the
genre of music you're also listening to. If you are an audio book downloader, there is a spoken word option in the excluded settings that will work well for you. Each equalized environment worked very well and we were able to tell differences in the environments. The 1.5-inch color screen is absolutely beautiful and works great with the nano, but there is something those couples
we wish the player could do. We like how you can output images on a regular iPod picture to a tv using a special cable adapter. This feature is missing on the nano, so you paste showing only images on the screen, at least for the time being, which is a little really appreciated the images. Maybe Apple will release some sort of photo hole for the nano at a later time. The USB cable
that comes with the nano is also proprietary so if you lose this cable, you are out of luck. But that makes sense because the nano is so thinking that there's not enough place for even a MINI USB connection on the player himself. And at the end, we wish Apple would have included a neck bracelet so you can hang the nano while using it. Indeed, the nano is only slightly bigger than
the curtain, so it would make a good replacement for those who like to listen to music while working out. Conclusion Well, What Can We Say? Apple did it again, and has exceeded all of our expectations. The nano is a very attractive little player that has features you'd expect from a bigger and more expensive unit. There's a color display, plenty of storage space, and of course it's
incredibly easy to use. Flash RAM is certainly vague in the future, offering longivity of products while making overall the physical dimensions smaller. Apple would be wise to offer a surrogate battery to the players, especially after all they had to deal with, but we understand why they probably decided to pass, it would mess up the gorgeous design! If you're thinking about finding
this player, visit your local details to check it out. You certainly have to see it to believe it. Nano's Apple iPod is nothing short of remarkable. To: – Highly Attractive Design – Color Screen – Exceptional Sound Quality – Ease of Use – Affordable Priced Account: – Integrated Battery – No Video Output – Proprietary USB Editors' Recommendations
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